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After 10 years of shaking off every punch, 

the stock market was finally knocked 

down – and the longest bull market in his-

tory came to an end. It wasn’t the trade 

wars, or the Fed, or Brexit, or the Fiscal 

Cliff, or Greece, or any of the things that 

worried the financial world over the last 

decade. Instead, it was the Coronavirus.  

 

We’ve never seen anything like it. Wheth-

er it was SARS, the swine flu, or Ebola, 

none of those caused the complete shut-

down of major economies across the 

globe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I don’t want to ignore the human toll of all 

of this, but from the standpoint of inves-

tors, this is as scary of a situation that 

we’ve seen since the financial crisis.  

 

For the next few weeks, or maybe longer, 

there will be no public events, a lot less 

travel, a lot less eating out – a lot less of 

everything; it’s a self-inflicted recession. 

We’ve never done this economic experi-

ment before: Will it cause a short-term 

economic hiccup? A mild recession? A ma-

jor crisis? This is the question the stock 

market is wrestling with.  

Looking at the bigger picture, should Mi-

crosoft, or Wal-Mart, or any of our major 

companies be worth 30% less than they 

were a month ago? That seems like an 

overreaction by the stock market. On the 

other hand, the potential for bad out-

comes has definitely gone up. So, maybe 

the stock market isn’t overreacting after 

all.  

 

By its nature, the Coronavirus is a tempo-

rary event. However, in the same way that 

falling real estate prices exposed the dis-

function and fraud in the financial world 

back in 2008, 

this shock 

could expose a 

bigger problem 

that we don’t 

see right now.  

Although the commen-

tary in this newsletter has 

been thoroughly re-

searched, well-reasoned 

and contains many im-

pressive multi-syllabled 

words, please enjoy it 

responsibly. There are 

many economic minds 

that are far smarter than 

mine—and even they 

can’t agree on even the 

simplest economic ques-

tions. In other words, 

please enjoy this news-

letter with the full under-

standing that it may be 

entirely wrong. 
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Thankfully, our current problems 

weren’t caused by any fundamental 

problem with the economy or stock 

market. So, unless something else 

breaks under the pressure, we should 

recover.   

 

At this point, a record number of peo-

ple have jobs, which is the most im-

portant thing for an economy. Over 

the coming weeks and months, new 

hiring will come to a screeching halt. 

The key thing to watch will be layoffs. 

If lots of people begin to lose their 

jobs, this could turn into a longer-

term problem. However, this is one of 

the tightest job markets in history. All 

the employers I know have been 

working diligently to find and keep 

good employees. So, I expect the busi-

ness world to do everything possible 

to avoid laying people off.  

If that proves to be true, the economy 

should recover quickly.  

 

After natural disasters, bad economic 

news is expected. So, any bad eco-

nomic news in the coming weeks or 

months will likely be written off as the 

temporary result of the Coronavirus. 

On the other hand, any good news 

will be celebrated as a wonderful sur-

prise and a sign of a recovering econo-

my. In other words, the stock market 

will give the economy the benefit of 

the doubt for a while. So that will be 

something to look forward to – at 

least once the stock market stops fall-

ing.   

 Probably a mountain or a lake 
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 The opinions and views expressed herein are those of Brad Blackburn as of the date of this publication and are subject to change at any 

time without notice.  This newsletter is for informational purposes only and is not sufficient for making an investment decision and does 

not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell any investment.  The information has been obtained from sources considered to be 

reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing material is accurate or complete. Any decisions you make based upon the infor-

mation contained in this newsletter or otherwise are your sole responsibility.  

Securities identified in this newsletter do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for client accounts.  Black-

burn Financial, LLC and its employees may, from time to time, hold positions in securities discussed in its newsletters.   It should not be 

assumed that an investment in the securities identified will be appropriate or profitable to any particular investor.  Past performance 

may not be indicative of future results. 

 

Any forward-looking statements (statements that are not historical facts) expressed herein are not, and should not be considered, a 

guarantee of future performance.  Actual results may differ materially from those indicated by these statements. 

 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), commonly known as “The Dow,” is an index representing 30 stocks of companies main-

tained and reviewed by the editors of the Wall Street Journal. The NASDAQ Composite Index is an unmanaged index of securities 

traded on the NASDAQ system.  One cannot invest directly in an index. 

If you would like to receive this newsletter via email, please email me at brad@blackburnfinancial.net 

This photograph was taken a few weeks ago at Hot Creek in Mammoth Lakes, CA. It was 

zero degrees with a minus 30 windchill, but it sure was beautiful.  


